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Abstract 
  Searching digital images from a large database can be solved by the Content Based Image Retrieval System 
based on the extraction of features such as color, texture and shape of the image. CBIR is the most efficient image 
retrieval method. Most of techniques for CBIR use numerical representations called feature vectors to allow content-
based searching in large image collections. Analyzing images based on the colors is one of the most widely used 
techniques since the color does not depend on image size or orientation. Texture analysis is mainly used to identify 
the image given by the shape, size, brightness etc. The proposed method uses image features such as color and 
texture to retrieve the images from database. In addition, it uses auto color correlogram for identifying images based 
on the feature and Spatial texture for identifying images based on the texture. Moreover, this system has operated on 
a Corel database containing 1000 general-use color images. The study shows that the performance and accuracy of 
retrieving images in the large database. 
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Introduction
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR)  systems 

mainly involves research on databases and image 
processing handling problems which varies from storage 
issues to user friendly interfaces [1].CBIR method has 
attracted users in image retrieval. CBIR process 
comprised of four steps such as data collection, building 
up the feature database, searching in the database, 
arranging the images in a particular order and deal with 
the results of the image retrieval [2].Several images are 
stored on the database. Image features such as color, 
texture, shape and structure are extracted from the 
images. Relevant images are retrieved from the database 
based on the similarity of the image features. Thus a 
CBIR system helps the user to retrieve the images which 
are relevant to the contents of the query image. 

In CBIR systems, the images in the database are 
labeled by the feature vectors. These images can be 
extracted by means digital image processing techniques. 
The input query to a database is specified by an image in 
CBIR systems. The query’s feature vector is computed 
and the closest items which are related to the query 
image in the database is computed by means of specific 
algorithms and the final output query is returned to the 
user. 

Color is mainly associated with chromatic 
attributes of an image. Color is a part of the three 
dimensional coordinate system. The appropriate color 
space should be selected in order to identify the color 
based images. RGB (Red, Green, Blue), CMY(Cyan, 
Magenta, Yellow) and LHS (Luminance, Hue and  
Saturation) are the most popular color spaces[2]. The 
proposed method uses RGB color space for image 
identification. 

Color based image retrieval can be extracted in 
many ways like Histogram, Color moments, Color 
Correlogram, color coherence vector etc [3-5]. The most 
commonly used color based image retrieval is color 
histogram which has limited discriminative power as it 
ignores the spatial organization of colors. Probability of 
finding color pairs at fixed pixel distances is known as 
correlation of colors which is used to provide an efficient 
spatial retrieval feature.  

Several schemes for using spatial information 
about colors to improve upon the histogram method have 
been proposed recently [6]. Common approach is to 
divide images into sub regions and impose positional 
constraints on the image comparison (image 
partitioning). Another approach is to augment histograms 
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with local spatial properties (histogram refinement).The 
proposed method uses auto color correlogram for 
identifying the images based on the color. 

Texture is the main property for the recognition 
of images. It is a repeated pattern of pixels over a spatial 
domain, of which the addition of noise to the patterns 
and their repetition frequencies result in textures that can 
appear to be random and unstructured. Its properties are 
the visual patterns in an image that have properties of 
homogeneity that do not result from the presence of only 
a single color or intensity. [7]. Texture is a natural 
property of surfaces and it provides visual patterns of the 
image. It contains vital information regarding the 
structural arrangement of the surface (example clouds, 
leaves bricks). It also gives the relationship between the 
surface and external environment [8]. 

Texture is difficult to examine by considering 
the value of a single pixel. It occurs mainly due to the 
variation in a neighborhood of pixels. There are several 
methods used for texture extraction. Feature extraction is 
used to measure local texture properties in an image, 
followed by boundary detection or segmentation to group 
the features into similar regions [9]. Once the texture 
features are extracted and feature vectors are formed, 
then the region in an image is grouped by texture 
segmentation which has similar texture properties. One 
aspect of texture is concerned with the spatial 
distribution among the gray levels of the pixels in a local 
area. The proposed method uses spatial texture for 
identifying texture properties. 

The paper can be organized as follows: Section 
II describes the related works involved in content based 
image retrieval, Section III describes the methodology 
used to retrieve the images, and Section IV describes 
Experimental results obtained by using proposed 
methodology. 
 
Methodology 

Visual Image retrieval in large database is a 
complex task because different types of data can be 
associated with the images. CBIR method resolves this 
problem. The proposed methodology uses three methods 
to retrieve the images. 

1. Color- based Image Retrieval 
2. Texture- based Image Retrieval 
3. Color and Texture based Image Retrieval 

Color- based Image Retrieval 

Color-based retrieval has been evolved from 
simple statistical measures such as average color to color 
histograms and spatial color descriptors. The proposed 
method uses Auto color correlogram for identifying 
color-based images. The method used for extracting 
relevant images is shown in the figure 1. 

Auto Color Correlation Algorithm: 

An auto color correlation defines how to 
compute the mean color of all pixels of color ��  at a 
distance �-th from a pixel of color �� in the image. [10] 
Formally, the ACC of image 
{�(	, �), 	 =  1,2, … , �, � =  1,2, … , � } is defined as 
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where the original image �(	, �) is quantized to m colors 
�', �(, … , �� and the distance between two pixels 
� ∈ [+�,{�, �} ] is fixed a priori. Consider ��� be the 
RGB value of color m in an image I. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 1. Steps involved in Color-based image retrieval 
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where denominator ∏ (�)(�)
 �,3 � is the total of pixels values 

of color ��  at distance � from any pixel of color �� when 
	 is RGB color space and denoted  �� ≠  0  . N represents 
the number of accounting color ��  from color �� at 
distance � is computed as follows: 

� =  5 (�)
(�)

 �, �

= 67 ( 	', �') ∈ ��|7 ( 	(, �() ∈ ��; 
� = MIN{|	' − 	(|, |�' − �(|}; � 
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By reducing the size of color correlogram from 
O(m2d) to O(3md), ACC can be able to find the local 
spatial correlation between color. To decrease the storage 
space required and increase the speed of retrieval, the 
size of ACC can be reduced from O (3md) to O (m). By 
using this algorithm, dominant RGB peaks values in any 
color bins are captured. The dominant elements are 
compared inorder to reduce the feature storage amount 
and speed of retrieval while processing similarity 
calculation of the two images.  

For every K distance { 
For every X position 
For every Y position { 

                �� ← $>��?,@ A�	?B 
While(� � ←

                           C?@ ,?�!ℎ"E�F A�	?B EG  ��  H@  
I�F@H,$? J) 

 { 
For every color �� { 
If (�� =  ��  and �� ≠  ��){ 

countColor++ 
colorR[�� ] = colorR[�� ] + colorRCj 
colorG[��  ] = colorG[��]+ colorGCj 
colorB[��] = colorB[��] + colorBCj 

} 
} 

}  
} 

meanColorR = sum ( colorR[�� ])/countColor 
meanColorG = sum ( colorG[�� ])/countColor 
meanColorB = sum ( colorB[�� ])/countColor 
} 

The similarity of binary codes for auto color correlation 
can be measured using intersection technique. It 
measures the similarity of binary codes for the same 
color between the query and model images. Consider 
K$� (�) =
 "'/ , "(/ , … . , "�/ ;  "'

1, "(
1, … . , "�

1 ; "'2 , "(2 , … . , "�2 ; represents 
the binary code of auto color correlation colors to color 
Cm in RGB space of query image I, then the intersection 
result of query image and model image concerning color 
Cm should be calculated. 

The proposed method first computes the mean 
pixel value of the whole small block (4x4) and it 
compares each pixel to the block mean. If the pixel value 
is greater than or equal to the block mean, respective 
pixel position of the bitmap will have the value 1, 
otherwise it will be assigned as 0. When the RGB values 
in a color bin of ACC exceed a given threshold, then the 
bin is classified as effective, else it is classified a non-
effective. Binary “1” is assigned to effective bin and, 
binary “0” is assigned to non effective bin. Thus by using 
feature vector of ACC in RGB color space, the accuracy 
of retrieval process can be improved. 

Finally, system performs the similarity between the 
query image and images in the database and displays the 
retrieved images. 
Texture- based Image Retrieval 

Image texture can be defined by the number and 
types of its primitives and the spatial organization or 
layout of its primitives. There are several approaches for 
extracting texture from an image. The proposed method 
uses Spatial texture for identifying texture based image 
retrieval. The method used for extracting relevant texture 
images is shown in the figure 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2. Steps involved in Texture-based image retrieval 
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Let � be a � ×  � image. Divide the image into 
+ × + pixel non-overlap blocks. The mean value µ and 
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calculated for each block based on the following 
equation[11]. 
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where p(i,j) is the gray value of the pixel located in (i,j) 
for image I . By using the principle of BTC Block 
Truncation Code, make pixel values in each block equal 
to “1” if the gray value of the pixel is bigger than µ . Else 
make the pixel value as “0”. A series of binary blocks are 
gained by this way. Binary blocks represent the texture 
feature for image blocks. These binary blocks is also 
states the shape distribution to some extent. Image blocks 
whose standard deviation is smaller than threshold β are 
regarded as even blocks and make their primitive value 
as “0”. Else the primitive value is calculated using the 
method described above. 
 Spatial Feature Identification of the Texture Primitive 

The type of texture primitive should be defined 
first. Then an image of � ×  � is corresponding to a 
matrix of [� /+] × [� / +] is denoted by 7. 7(	, �) is 
the index of the texture primitive which is located in 
(	, �) in 7 . For certain kind of texture primitive 
in 7(	, �), keep its value and make other values equal to 
zero to extract the spatial information of the texture 
primitive. Then the spatial distribution map of texture 
primitive is constructed.  

�� = {(	, �)| (	, �) ∈ 7, 7(	, �) =  �, 0 ≤ � 
≤  2�∗� −  1} 

 
be the set of points with index � in 7 and |��| be the 
number 
of elements in ��. Let �� = ( 	� , ��)  be the centroid. 
	�  H,I �� are computed as follows: 
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Consider �� be the radius of the point whose 
index i is defined by, 
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   The sum of the distance between all points whose 

index is i and centroid can be measured as follows: 
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By using this method, texture primitives can be 

extracted. 
Similarity matching : 

The similarity distance between the two images 
is given 
by 
](K, ^) =
 Z("' −  _')( +  ("( −  _()( + ⋯ ("(a∗ab' − _(a∗ab' )( 
     
 (12) 

 
where, B is an image in the database and Q is a query 

image.K =  ("', "(, … "(a∗ab') and 
^ =  (_', _(, … _(a∗ab') are the spatial distribution 
feature of image B and Q  respectively. 

 
Experimental Results 

This experiment is evaluated using MATLAB 
for the famed coral dataset. Corel database [12] contains 
large number of images of various contents ranging from 
animals and outdoor sports to natural images. The main 
aim of this proposed method is to detect the maximum 
number of relevant images for the given user input query. 
The accuracy of the image can be calculated by the 
following formula: 

�$$>�H$� = 
cbd

c ∗ 100 

where N is number of relevant images in the database 
which are known to the user and X is the number of 
irrelevant images in the database which are known to the 
user. 
Color based Image Retrieval: 

The user will give input query image in the 
system. The image is searched automatically in the 
database based on the color feature and detected images 
will be displayed to the user based on the auto color 
correlogram. The input query is shown in the figure 3. 
For example consider bus as an input query given by the 
user.  
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Fig 3. Input Query image 

The similarity measure between the images 
depends on the techniques used for feature extraction. 
The similarity of binary codes for auto color correlation 
method use intersection technique to measure the same 
color between the query image and the database images. 

The system detects the relevant images of the 
bus in the database based on the auto color correlation 
algorithm and displays the detected image as an output to 
the user. The retrieved images are shown in the figure 
4.The accuracy of the retrieved images obtained by the 
auto color correlation algorithm is 67%. Thus the images 
are retrieved in color based image retrieval method and 
the output is displayed to the user. 

 

 
Fig 4. Retrieved images based on the color 

Texture based Image Retrieval: 
Based on the texture given by user’s input query 

image The system search images in the database. The 
images are detected in the database based on the texture 

and the output images are displayed to the user. The 
system finds the images based on the spatial texture 
primitive method. 

 

 
Fig 5. Retrieved images based on the texture 

Figure 5 reveals the output of the retrieved 
images for the given input query as shown in the figure 
3. The accuracy of the retrieved images using the 
proposed method is 67% 
Performance Evaluation 
   The dataset comprises of six different images. 
The corresponding accuracy of the query images and 
time taken to display these images has been studied for 
color-based, Texture-based and color and texture-based 
image retrieval. The accuracy and the time values 
obtained of the proposed three approaches is shown in 
the table 1. 
Table 1: Accuracy And Time Comparison Of The Proposed 

Three Approaches 
 
Query 
Image 

Color- based Texture-based 
Acc 
(%) 

Time 
(sec) 

Acc 
(%) 

Time 
(sec) 

Bike 50    17 67 68 
Bus 67 25 67 147 
Dinosaur 83 32 83 131 
Flower 50 22 67 126 
Tiger 67 22 50 133 
Tree 59 33 75 144 
Average 61 25.1 68.7 124.8 
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Fig 7. Accuracy Comparison of the proposed two 

approaches 

 
Fig 8. Time Comparison of the proposed two approaches 

Figure 7 shows the accuracy comparison of the 
proposed approaches. Color & Texture based approach 
gives maximum accuracy for all the six datasets. Texture 
based approach gives maximum results than Color based 
approach. 

Figure 8 shows the time comparison of the 
proposed approaches. Color based approach takes less 
time than all the proposed three approaches. Color & 
Texture based approach takes maximum time than all the 
three approaches. 

It is clear from the experimental results that the 
color and texture based retrieval method achieves higher 
accuracy than both the proposed color based retrieval and 
texture based retrieval methods. 

The experimental results proved that the 
proposed method achieves higher accuracy and better 
performance in retrieving the images. 

Conclusion 
Detecting relevant images from a huge database 

is the major problem nowadays. Content based Image 
Retrieval methods are used for this purpose. The study 
retrieves the images based on color feature and texture 
feature. The auto color correlation algorithm and spatial 
texture primitive algorithms are used in the proposed 
method to detect the color feature and texture feature 
respectively. It is evident from the experimental results 
by the texture properties achieves maximum accuracy for 
the Corel Dataset and can be applicable for other dataset 
also. In future, new algorithms can be integrated with the 
proposed method to detect the images accurately. The 
other image features like shape or other can be combined 
thus that the detection of the most relevant images will 
become effective. 
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